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Abstract
We consider nonlinear nonlocal diffusive evolution equations, governed by fractional Laplace-type
operators, fractional time derivative and involving porous medium type nonlinearities. Existence
and uniqueness of weak solutions are established using approximating solutions and the theory
of maximal monotone operators. Using the De Giorgi-Nash-Moser technique, we prove that the
solutions are bounded and Ho¨lder continuous for all positive time.
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1. Introduction
In this paper we analyze nonlocal nonlinear equations with fractional time derivative. The
basic operators involved are the so-called fractional Laplacian in RN [1, 2], p´∆qs with s P p0, 1q
and the so-called fractional derivative in the sense of extended Caputo or Marchaud Bγt , γ P p0, 1q
in p0, T q, for T ą 0 [3, 4, 5].
Nonlinear diffusion problems of the parabolic type involving fractional Laplacian and frac-
tional time derivative operators have recently attracted the interest of many authors (see e.g. [2, 6,
7] and references therein). In this paper we focus our attention on a problem posed on the whole
space domain. More precisely, we consider the fractional diffusion equation with fractional time
derivative known as the fractional time porous medium equation
Bγt w`L
s pwmq “ f , for all pt, xq P Q, wpx, 0q “ gpxq, for all x P RN , (1)
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where m ą 1, s,γ P p0, 1q, and N ě 1. The linear operator Ls is a fractional power of the
Laplacian subject to suitable Dirichlet boundary conditions. The initial value data g P L1pRNq has
compact support and the right hand side f P L8pQq is a smooth bounded forcing function.
The evolutionary nonlinear equation (1) with the fractional time derivative is analogous to the
abstract evolutionary equations with usual time derivative
Btw`Lϕpwq “ f , (2)
where ϕ : R Ñ R is a nondecreasing function. This type of equation arises in flow in porous
medium or plasma physics, depending on the choice of ϕ. Solution to (2) has been studied [8]
for the regularizing effect of (2). In the case Ls :“ p´∆qs and ϕpwq :“ wm, with m ą 1, and
f “ 0, the problem becomes the nonlocal porous medium equation. Regularity and existence
results for this specific case have been obtained in [9, 10, 11, 12], by using De Giorgi methods in
order to show that the solutions of (2) are s-Ho¨lder continuous, which implies Ho¨lder continuity.
The control of the oscillation in the nonlocal setting followed the procedure developed in [13] for
a linear problem with a rough kernel, combined with some ideas which deal with the nonlinearity
borrowed from [14].
Recently another variant of the problem (2) was extended in [6, 15, 16], in the case Ls :“
p´∆qs and ϕpwq :“ w, with fractional derivative Bγt in the sense of extended Caputo, so that the
problem becomes a nonlocal linear problem
Bγt w´
ż
rwpt, yq ´ wpt, xqsKpt, x, yq “ f pt, xq. (3)
Again, the De Giorgi techniques were used to prove Ho¨lder continuity for solutions to (3) of
divergence form which is a linear analogue of our problem (1).
The authors in [15] utilized solutions that are weak-in-time to prove Ho¨lder continuity. The
same authors also adapted the methods in [17] to prove Ho¨lder continuity for a nonlocal porous
medium equation with inverse potential pressure. As already mentioned in [18], considering weak-
in-time solutions is advantageous for existence and regularity results.
As far as we know, the case of fully nonlinear and nonlocal variant of (2) is still open. More
precisely, the case Ls :“ p´∆qs, ϕpwq :“ wm, with m ą 1 and the fractional derivative Bγt in
the sense of extended Caputo or Marchaud. This is the main aim of this paper., i.e to analyze
problem (1).
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 the main results are stated, regarding existence,
uniqueness, and regularity. Later, in order to prove existence and uniqueness, a preliminary step
will be to show that the approximate solutions are strong in time. So, in Section 3, we give some
properties of the fractional time derivative and its discretized version which will allow us to use
Steklov averages, hence strong solution in time. Next we provide some functional inequalities
related to the fractional Laplacian. We will end the section with the concept of weak solutions.
In Section 4 we provide proofs of existence and uniqueness of solutions stated in Theorem 2.
Section 5 is devoted for the proof of Ho¨lder regularity solution for the problem (1).
We recall the notation that will be intensively used throughout the paper:
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• γ denotes the order the extended Caputo derivative or Marchaud derivative;
• s denotes the order of the spatial fractional operator associated to the fractional Laplacian;
• a stands for the initial time for which our equation is defined;
• N refers to the space dimension;
• Λ denotes the elliptic positive constant which gives the bound of the kernel of the fractional
Laplacian;
• Λ1,Λ2 stands for the elliptic positive constant which gives the bound of the kernel of the
fractional derivative;
• ε refers to the time length of the discrete approximation;
• t, τ denote time variables;
• ψ stands for a cut-off function;
• Q “ p0, T q ˆ RN denotes the domain;
• ΓR “ tx P BR, t P p0, T qu denotes the space with center the ball with radius BR;
• wpt, xq denotes signed solution to problem (1);
• Finally, for the sake of brevity, ϕpwq “ |w|m´1 w “ wm, m ą 1.
2. Nonlocal evolution problem, and main results
2.1. Nonlocal evolution problem. Existence and uniqueness of solutions
Our first goal is to prove an existence and uniqueness result. Actually, since our result holds for
more general nonlinearities than the powers, we will adopt the more general context and consider
the problem #
Bγt `L
spϕpwqq “ f , in Q,
wp0, xq “ w0pxq, in R
N ,
(4)
where ϕ : R Ñ R is a continuous, smooth and increasing function such that ϕ1 ą 0, ϕp˘8q “
˘8 and ϕp0q “ 0 (see e.g. [14], where this type of conditions were considered). The leading
example will be ϕpwq “ |w|m´1w with m ą 0 .
Definition 1. Let w P L2 pr0, T s;DpBqq X H
γ
2 pr0, T s;H˚pRNqq. Then, w is a solution to (1) if
ϕpwq P L1pr0, T s,H˚pRNqq andż T
0
ż N
R
ψBγt w “
ż T
0
Epw, ψq “
ż T
0
ż
RN
f ψ, @ψ P C1cpr0, T s,H
˚pΩqq, (5)
providing that Ls is an isomorphism from H into H˚ as introduced in [19].
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The main result on the existence and uniqueness is as follows.
Theorem 2. Let wpx, 0q P H˚pRNq. Then for all t ą 0, m ą m˚ :“ pγN ´ 2sq{γN, and
N ą 2s{γ, there exists a unique solution w P L2 pr0, T s;DpBqqXH
γ
2
`
r0, T s;H˚pRNq
˘
to problem
(4), satisfying the contraction property
∥
∥
∥wptq ´ vptq
∥
∥
∥
H˚
ď
∥
∥
∥wp0q ´ vp0q
∥
∥
∥
H˚
.
The proof of this result included in Section 4 is essentially based on the approximating solu-
tion and the maximal monotonicity operators through the Crandall-Liggett theory. The key point
is based on showing that the fractional derivative and the fractional Laplacian operators can be
suitably defined as a maximal monotone operator on the Hilbert spaces L2 pr0, T s;DpBqq and H˚,
respectively. We follow the approach in [19] dealing with the fractional Laplacian case, which
happens to be the extension of the Brezis approach [20] where the operator Ls is characterized
as the sub-differential of a convex functional. Regarding the fractional derivative, we stress out
that the maximal monotonicity has been study in e.g. [21, 22]. The method produces not only
existence and uniqueness of a semigroup of solutions in the linear and nonlinear setting, but also
a number of important estimates, typical of evolution processes governed by maximal monotone
operators.
2.2. Regularity of solutions
In order to study the Ho¨lder regularity, we rewrite the problem (1) in the form
Bγt ϑpwq ´
ż
rwpt, yq ´ wpt, xqsKpt, x, yq dy “ f pt, xq, (6)
where ϑ :“ ϑpwq “ ϕ´1pwq is a continuous increasing real-valued function, with ϑp˘8q “ ˘8
satisfying $’’’’&’’’’%
ϑ1pτq exists for all τ ‰ 0,
ϑ1p0q ě c1 ě 0, for some constant c1,
Bγτϑpτq ě
1
p1´ γqΓp1´ γq
t1´γ, for τ ą 0,
ϑp0q “ 0.
(7)
Problems (6) and (7) can be thought as a boundary version of a singular equation which includes
the porous media equation. In addition to the existence and uniqueness result that will be proved
for this problem, we also prove that w is a continuous function of x and t up to the boundary of
Q. Its modulus of continuity will depend on s,γ, and w. If in addition, we assume that w has near
zero a homogeneous behavior such as that of the porous media, i.e., wm, m ą 1, then we obtain a
Ho¨lder modulus of continuity.
In view of the form of equation (6), the equivalent weak formulation is needed. To this end,
we formally multiply (6) by a test function ψ P C1
0
pRNq ˆ C1p0, T q, such thatż T
0
ż
RN
ψ Bγt ϑpwqdx dt `
ż T
0
Epw, ψq “
ż T
0
ż
RN
f ψdx dt. (8)
Formally for w “ pTrpϑqq
1
m and under the assumption that f P L8ppa, T q ˆ RNq we have the
following definition.
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Definition 3. We say that the pair pw, ϑq is a weak solution to problem (6) if for the function w
we have w P L1
`
pa, T q;W1,1
loc
pRNq
˘
, w “ pTrpϑqq
1
m P L1 ppa, T q ˆ RNq, and if for all T ą 0 and
f P L8ppa, T q ˆ RNq, the following relation holds
´
ż
RN
ż T
a
p∇wpt, xq,∇ψpt, xqq dx dt ´
ż
RN
ż T
a
ϑpt, xqBγt ψpt, xqdt dx
` γ
ż
RN
ż T
a
ż t
a
rϑpt, xq ´ ϑpτ, xqs rψpt, xq ´ ψpτ, xqs pt ´ τq´1´γ dτ dt dx
´
ż
RN
ż T
a
rψpt, xqϑpa, xq ` ψpa, xqϑpt, xqs pt ´ aq´γ dt dx
`
ż
RN
ż T
a
ϑpt, xqψpt, xq
„
1
pT ´ tqγ
`
1
pt ´ aqγ

dτ dt dx “
ż T
a
ż
RN
f pt, xqψpt, xqdx dt. (9)
As mentioned previously a powerful method of construction of solutions of evolutions equa-
tions is the so-called implicit time discretization [23]. The construction of an approximate solution
of the problem in a time interval pa, T q proceeds by dividing the time interval pa, T q into k subin-
tervals of length ε “ T{k and then defining the approximate solution pwε, ϑεq to (6) constant on
each subinterval in the following way:
γε
ÿ
iă j
rϑpa` ε j, xq ´ ϑpa ` εi, xqs
pεp j´ iqq1`γ
“
ż
RN
rwpa` ε j, yq ´ wpa` ε j, xqsKpt, x, yq dy` f pt, xq,
(10)
for each ´8 ă i ă j ď k, with wεp0, xq “ g on R
N . In each step, for i, j P N, wpa ` εi, xq “
pTrpϑqpεpa` εi, xqqq1{m is known and wpa ` ε j, xq and ϑpa ` ε j, xq are the unknowns.
Next we state our main theorem on Ho¨lder regularity that will be proved in Section 5. The
key ingredient of the proof is the De Giorgi’s method, (see [6, 11, 13, 15, 24]). We control the
oscillation following the procedure developed in [6, 11, 15], combined with some ideas to deal
with the nonlinearity that will appear in the fractional derivative. These techniques will be accom-
panied by the help of Crandall-Liggett theorem [23] and some ideas from [14]. More precisely,
we will prove that the oscillation of the solution in space-time β-cylinders of radius R, is reduced
in a fraction of the cylinder CγR, ζ ă 1, at least by a constant factor κ˚. This implies β–Ho¨lder
continuity.
Theorem 4. Let w be a bounded weak solution which satisfies (9) with f P L8pQq and ϑ satisfying
also (7). Furthermore, let the kernels K and K satisfy respectively (12) and (14). Then w is
Ho¨lder continuous in Q for some exponent β P p0, 1q such that w P CβpQq, with β “ log κ˚{ log ζ.
3. Preliminary results
In this section we recall some previous results as well as we prove some new results that will
be useful in our further analysis.
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3.1. The operators
When the permeability of the medium changes over time such as in porous medium equation, it
might be interesting to use a fractional time derivative. Among the different fractional derivatives
existing in the literature, in this paper we consider the extended Caputo or Marchaud derivative,
since the problem we study is in the divergence from. The usual Caputo derivative for 0 ă γ ă 1
is defined by
c
aD
γ
t vptq :“
1
Γp1´ γq
ż t
a
pt ´ τq´γ v1pτqdτ.
Using an integration by parts and proceeding as defined in [5, 6, 7, 15, 25], defining vptq ” vpaq
for t ă a, the extended form or the Marchaud derivative is defined as
Bγt vpt, ¨q “ γ
ż t
´8
rvpt, ¨q ´ vpτ, ¨qsK pt, τq dτ. (11)
The kernel K also satisfies the conditions
K pt, t´ τq “ K pt ` τ, tq and
Λ1
pt ´ τq1`γ
ď K pt, τq ď
Λ2
pt ´ τq1`γ
. (12)
The formulation (11) is also known as the Marchaud derivative [3, 4, 26]. The reason of work-
ing with formulation (11) is that it allows one to easily utilize the nonlocal nature of the fractional
time derivative for regularity purposes. This was succesfully accomplished for divergence prob-
lems in [6] as well as for nondivergence problems in [15, 16].
Lemma 5. [18, Lemma 2.2] If Bγt η P L
2p´8, T ; L2pRNqq, and ηptq “ 0 for t ă ´M for some
M ą 0, then B´1t B
γ
t η “ B
γ
t B
´1
t η in L
2p´8, T ; L2pRNqq where
B´1t η :“
ż t
´8
ηpτq dτ.
We consider the usual Sobolev space [1, 27]
HspRq :“
"
h : L2pRq :
ż
R
p1` |ξ|2sq|F hpξq|2 ă `8
*
,
endowed with the norm
}h}HspRq :“ }h}L2pRq `
ż
R
|ξ|2s|F hpξq|2.
The nonlocal operator in space Ls is the so-called fractional Laplacian operator with measur-
able kernel K which is defined by (see [1, 10, 11, 27, 28, 29] for more details)
Lshpxq :“ p´∆qs hpxq “ Cs P.V.
ż
R
rhpxq ´ hpx ´ yqsKpx, yq dy “ F ´1p|ξ|2spF hqq, (13)
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for h P HspRq, x P R, where Cs “ π
´p2s`1{2qΓp1{2 ` sq{Γp´sq, and P.V. stands for the Cauchy
principal value. The kernel K is symmetric and satisfies
Kp¨, x, yq “ Kp¨, y, xq and χt|x´y|ď3u
Λ´1{2
|x ´ y|1`2s
ď Kp¨, x, yq ď
Λ1{2
|x ´ y|1`2s
, (14)
for some elliptic constant Λ ą 0.
The bounds in (14) imply that the kernel is oscillating and irregular, or referred as rough kernel
[11].
Let Ls defined in the domain DpLsq Ă L2pRNq Ñ L2pRNq be a positive self-adjoint op-
erator. As it has been shown in [1, 19] the operator Ls enjoys a property of having a discrete
spectrum and a L2pRNq ortonormal basis of eigenfunctions. If we denote by λk its eigenvalues
written in increasing order and repeated according to their multiplicity, and by tΦku the corre-
sponding L2pRNq-normalized eigenfunctions; then it turns out that they form an orthonormal basis
for L2pRNq for all eigenvalues strictly positive. In this way, we can associate to Ls the bilinear
form in order to introduce the action of the operator Ls defined in (13) in a weak sense. We can
associate a bilinear form [9, 13, 30, 31]
Ep f , gq “
1
2
ż
RN
ż
RN
p f pxq ´ f pyqqpgpxq ´ gpyqqKpx, yq dxdy,
and the quadratic form Ep f q “ Ep f , f q. For kernels satisfying the symmetry condition (14) and
functions f , g P C2
0
pRNq we have
xLs f , gy “ Ep f , gq.
The bilinear form E is well defined and for functions in the space 9HLspR
Nq, which is the closure
of C8
0
pRNq, with the seminorm associated to the quadratic form E. We also define
HLspR
Nq “ t f P L2pRNq : Ep f q ă 8u,
which turns out to be a Dirichlet form whose completed domain we call H ˆ H Ă L2pRNq ˆ
L2pRNq . Define the norm:
} f }H “
˜ 8ÿ
k“1
λk fˆ
2
k
¸1{2
ă `8 with fˆk “
ż
RN
f pxqΦkpxq dx . (15)
Notice that the closure of the domain of the Dirichlet form of Ls is given by
H “ HpRNq :“
#
f P L2pRNq |
8ÿ
k“1
λk fˆ
2
k ă `8
+
. (16)
The above function space is a Hilbert space with the inner product given by the Dirichlet form
x f , gyH “
8ÿ
k“1
λk fˆk gˆk “ Ep f , gq.
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We will also consider the dual space H˚ endowed with its dual norm,
}F}H˚ “ sup
gPH
}g}Hď1
xF, gyH˚,H “ sup
gPH
}g}Hď1
8ÿ
k“1
Fˆk gˆk , (17)
where x¨ , ¨yH˚,H is the duality mapping. We have
}F}H˚ “
˜ 8ÿ
k“1
λ´1
k
Fˆ2k
¸1{2
. (18)
So Ls gives the canonical isomorphism between H and H˚ [19].
Lemma 6. Let the pair pw, ϑq be solution to (10) in r0, 1s ˆ RN with right hand side f P Cβ,w P
Cβ pr1{9, T s ˆ RNq. Assume also that |wmp0, xq| ď C1 and ϑ satisfies (10). Then, for any increas-
ing cut-off function η P C8 satisfying ηptq “ 0 for t ă 1{2, ηptq “ 1 for t ą 1, we have that ϑη is
a solution to (10) in p´8, T q, with the right hand side f˜ P Cβ satisfyingˇˇ
f˜ ptq ´ f˜ psq
ˇˇ
ď C2 |t ´ s|
β
,
as long as |t ´ s| ą ρpεq, where ρpεq is the modulus of continuity. Furthermore, the following
contraction property holds true
|wpt, xq ´ wps, xq| ď C |t|2β , (19)
where the constant C depends on the distance from t and s to the initial point 0.
The proof of this lemma is given in Appendix A.
Next we consider the abstract fractional differential inclusion for γ, s P p0, 1q#
c
0
D
γ
t wptq `Aptq Q f ptq, for all t ą 0,
wp0, xq “ w0pxq, in R
N ,
(20)
withApt, ¨q :“ Lsϕpwq.
One can write the nonlocal fractional differential problem (20) as the functional differential
equation ż 0
´8
Jpθqw1pt ` θq dθ “ ´Aptq ` f ptq, and wpθq “ ρpθq, for θ ď 0, (21)
with initial value where t ´ τ “ ´θ ď 0, with the kernel Jpθq “ Jp´θq, the even extension of J.
One could notice that if we let ρpθq “ w0pxq, θ ď 0 and Jpθq “
|θ|´γ
Γp1´γq , then equation (21) reduces
to equation (20). In fact, for θ Ñ wpt ` θq absolute continuous, we haveż 0
´8
Jpθqw1pt ` θq dθ “
ż t
0
Jpt ´ τqw1pτq dτ.
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We then embed the solution wptq “ Upt, 0q in the “history” state space
Upt, θq “ wpt ` θq P Z “ C pp´8, 0s,H˚q .
Hence equation (20) has the Markovian form as the evolution equation in Z:
d
dt
Uptq “ BptqUptq, (22)
where the operator Bptq is defined by
Bptqρ “ ρ1pθq, θ P p´8, 0s (23)
in Z with a domain
D pBptqq “
"
ρ P Z : ρ1 P Z and
ż 0
´8
Jpθqρ1pθq dθ Q Aρp0q ` f ptq, ρp0q P D pAq
*
.
So the dynamics of equation (20) is embedded in equation (22) as the nonlocal boundary value
condition θ “ 0` for the first order differential operator [21].
4. Existence and uniqueness. Proof of Theorem 2
We analyze the well-posedness and property of the solution to equation (1) or equation (20)
based on Crandall-Liggett theory for nonlinear monotone graph or implicitly based on the semi-
group generated by equation (22), i.e., we should show that the solution map pw0pxq, f q P H
˚ ˆ
Cp0, T ;H˚q Ñ wptq P Cp0, T ;H˚q exists and is continuous.
So if A is maximal monotone operator in H˚, it will be shown that Bptq is maximal mono-
tone in Z as well, hence m-acretive. Thus w satisfies (1). After that stage we proceed with the
approximating procedure to show that the solution pw, ϑq to the weak formulation (9) holds true
as well.
The proof can be adapted to our fractional operator in time once the proper functional analysis
is in place. Let us begin by setting up some notations borrowed from [19].
Let j be a convex, lower semi-continuous function j : R Ñ R and such that jprq{|r| Ñ 8 as
|r| Ñ 8. We let ϕ “ B j be the sub-differential of j. For w P H˚pRNq we define
Ψpwq “
ż
RN
jpwq dx
whenever w P L1pRNq and jpwq P L1pRNq, and define Ψpwq “ `8 otherwise. The example we
have in mind is ϕpwq “ |w|m´1w and jpwq “ |w|m`1{pm`1q , so thatΨpwq “ }w}Lm`1pRNq{pm`1q .
Let H: the dual space of H˚, x¨, ¨yH˚ˆH: denotes the dual product and F be the duality mapping
Fpxq “
 
x: P H: :
ˇˇ
xx, x:y
ˇˇ
“ |x|H˚
ˇˇ
x:
ˇˇ
H:
(
.
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From [19, Proposition 3.1], Ψ is convex and lower semi-continuous function in H˚, so that its
sub-differential BΨ is a maximal monotone operator in H˚. In this way,A Ă H˚ˆH: be maximal
monotone graph. Moreover, the sub-differential BΨ can be characterized as, for rxi, yis P A there
exists x: P Fpx1, x2q such that Rexy1 ´ y2, x:y ď 0, where F is the duality mapping defined as
above.
Proof. Following the arguments in [19, 20, 21] the proof of Theorem 2 will be split in two steps.
‚ Step 1. We first need to prove that if A is a maximal monotone graph and Range pλI ´Aq
for an interval I P p´8, 0q for all small λ ą 0, then the operator B is a maximal monotone graph
and Range pλI ´ Bq “ Z for all small λ ą 0, so that B generates the nonlinear semigroup of
contraction on Z. We essentially adapt the proof of [21, Theorem 3.1].
Let B in Z “ C pp´8, 0s;H˚q so that Bρ “ ρ1 as in (23). For ρ1, ρ2 P DpBq, suppose
|ρ1p0q ´ ρ2p0q| ą |ρ1pθq ´ ρ2pθq| for all θ ă 0.
In that setting for all x: P F pρ1p0q ´ ρ2p0qq we have for ε small enough,Bż 0
´8
Jεpθq pρ
1
1 ´ ρ
1
2q dθ , x
:
F
“
ż 0
´8
Jεpθq ´ Jθ´εpθq
ε
B
ρ1pθq ´ ρ2pθq ´ pρ1p0q ´ ρ2p0qq , x
:
F
dθ ď 0. (24)
Now notice thatB
ρ1pθq ´ ρ2pθq ´ pρ1p0q ´ ρ2p0qq , x
:
F
ď p|ρ1pθq ´ ρ2pθq| ´ |ρ1p0q ´ ρ2p0q|q |ρ1p0q ´ ρ2p0q| ă 0, θ ă 0. (25)
Hence Bż 0
´8
Jεpθq pρ
1
1 ´ ρ
1
2q dθ , x
:
F
ă 0. (26)
On the other hand as y1 P Aρ1p0q and y2 P Aρ2p0q, then there exists a vector x
: in the space
F pρ1p0q ´ ρ2p0qq such that xy1 ´ y2 , x
:y ě 0, which is in contradiction with the inequality (26).
Thus there exists θ0 such that
|ρ1pθ0q ´ ρ2pθ0q| “ |ρ1 ´ ρ2| Z,
so that
xρ1pθ0q , x:y “ 0 for all x: P F pρ1pθ0q ´ ρ2pθ0qq .
Thus
|λ pρ1 ´ ρ2q ´ pρ
1
1 ´ ρ
1
2q|Z ě
@
λ pρ1pθ0q ´ ρ2pθ0qq ´ pρ
1
1pθ0q ´ ρ
1
2pθ0qq , x
:D
“ λ |ρ1pθ0q ´ ρ2pθ0q| “ λ |ρ1 ´ ρ2|Z .
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Next as noticed in [21], for Range condition
λρ´ ρ1 “ f ,
ż 0
´8
Jpθqρ1pθq dθ P Aρp0q,
we have
ρ “ eλθρp0q ` q and pRpλqρq p0q ´
ż 0
´8
Jpθqq1pθq dθ P Aρp0q,
where the functions Rpλq and q are respectively defined as
Rpλq “ λ
ż 0
´8
eλθJpθq dθ, and qpθq “
ż 0
θ
eλpθ´ξq f pξq dξ, |q| ď
1
λ
| f |Z.
SinceA is a maximal monotone operator, then
ρp0q “ pRpλqI ´Aq´1
ż 0
´8
Jpθqq1pθq dθ
exists and Range pλI ´Aq “ Z. Hence the result follows from Crandall-Liggett Theorem [23]
and from [21, Theorem 4.1] which holds in general.
‚ Step 2. In this second step, we consider the equivalent problem (6), which is more conve-
nient to handle. After the construction of solution by means of maximal monotone operators and
Crandall-Liggett Theorem [23] in the first step, we prove the existence of solution pw, ϑq to the
weak formulation (9) via the approximating solutions. Basically the idea is to approximate the
problem by a pair of sequences of bounded integrable functions pwε, ϑεq to (10) and then pass
to the limit in the approximate problem. The key tools needed to pass to the limit are the L1-
contraction property, Lemma 6 and the smoothing effect.
We define the operators in (9) and (10) asH andHε respectively. We also denote byKεpt, xq “
Kpε j, xq if εp j´1q ă t ă ε j and Eε the discrete bilinear form associated with the kernelKε. Using
approximating solutions as in [6], the proof is concluded once we have the following result
Hpw, ϑ, ψq :“ Hpw, ϑ, ψq `Hεpw, ϑ, ψq Ñ 0,
for ψ P C1
0
ppa, T q ˆ RNq with ψpt, xq “ ψpε j, xq. We refer to the Appendix B for the details on
these computations.
5. Regularity of solutions. Proof of Theorem 4
In this section we prove Theorem 4. The main ingredient of the proof are the De Giorgi
Lemmas, commonly known as the “L2, L8” estimates. These techniques have been previously
used e.g. in [6, 11, 13].
The nonlinearity part is confined into the fractional time derivative operators, we will need to
establish some energy estimates for the weak solutions of (6).
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5.1. The first De Giorgi’s Lemma
We first introduce the following Lipschitz function ψ:
ψpt, xq :“
`
|t|γ{2 ´ 1
˘
` `
`
|x|s{2 ´ 1
˘
` ,
so that for L ě 0, we define
ψLpt, xq “ L` ψpt, xq. (27)
Let us introduce (see e.g. [11]) ℓ “ inftw´ψLě0u w ě 0 and M “ suptw´ψLě0u w ă 8.
In the above settings for a`εp j´1q ă t ď a`ε jwe extendwptq “ wpa`ε jq, ϑptq “ ϑpa`ε jq,
and ψptq “ ψpa ` ε jq .
The first step of the regularity argument is to obtain an energy estimate associated to Bγεϑεpwq
defined above.
Lemma 7. Let ψL be defined in (27) with L ě 0, satisfying (14) for every x P R
N , and w be a weak
solution to (6) in some finite time interval I including pt1, t2q or in the discrete form pε j1, ε j2q.
Then,ż
RN
BψLpwqpa` ε j2, xq `
ÿ
0ă j1ă j2ăk
Eppw´ ψLq`qpa` ε j, xq
ď
ż
RN
BψLpwqpa` ε j1, xq `
ż
RN
ÿ
0ă j1ă j2ăk
εpw´ ψLq`pa` ε j, xq f pa` ε j, xq
` C
ÿ
0ă j1ă j2ăk
ˆż
RN
pw´ ψLq`pa` ε j, xq ` χtwpx,tq´ψLpxqą0u
˙
. (28)
Proof. We first consider the discrete form of (6) given as
Bγεϑεpwqpa` ε j, xq `Kwpa` ε j, xq “ f pa` ε j, xq. (29)
We define v :“ M ´ w. According to (29) we have
BγεϑεpM ´ vqpa` ε j, xq `K pM ´ vq pa` ε j, xq “ f pa` ε j, xq.
Choose ψL ě 0 and a smooth cutoff function ζ vanishing near the parabolic boundary of Q. We
multiply the above equation by the test function ϕ “ ζpv´ ψLq`, and integrate over Q, so thatÿ
0ă jăk
ż
RN
ζpv´ ψLq`BγεϑεpM ´ vqpa` ε j, xq dx`
ÿ
0ă j1ă j2ăk
Epw, pw´ ψLq`qpa` ε j, xq
“
ż
RN
ÿ
0ă j1ă j2ăk
ζpv ´ ψLq`pa` ε j, xq f pa` ε j, xq.
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By using integration by parts, it yieldsż
RN
ż
|τ|ď1
pv´ ψLq`BγεϑεpM ´ vqpa` ε j, xq dν
ˇˇˇˇ j“ j2
j“ j1
dx
`
ÿ
0ă j1ă j2ăk
Epw, pw´ ψLq`qpa` ε j, xq “
ż
RN
ÿ
0ă j1ă j2ăk
ζpv ´ ψLq`pa` ε j, xq f pa` ε j, xq.
Let pv ´ ψLq` “ τ. Thenż
RN
ż
|τ|ď1
BγεϑεpM ´ ψL ´ τqpa` ε j, xqτ dτ
ˇˇˇˇ j“ j2
j“ j1
dx
`
ÿ
0ă j1ă j2ăk
Epw, pw´ ψLq`qpa` ε j, xq “
ż
RN
ÿ
0ă j1ă j2ăk
εpv´ ψLq`pa` ε j, xq f pa` ε j, xq.
Setting
BψLpvq “
ż pv´ψLq`
0
BγεϑεpM ´ ψL ´ τqτdτ, (30)
we get the following energy inequalityż
RN
BψLpwpa` ε j, xqq
ˇˇˇˇ j“ j2
j“ j1
`
ÿ
0ă j1ă j2ăk
Epwpa` ε j, xq, pw´ ψLq`qpa` ε j, xq
“
ż
RN
ÿ
0ă j1ă j2ăk
εpw´ ψLq`pa` ε j, xq f pa` ε j, xq. (31)
However, since we do not know yet whether ϑpwq has the required time regularity, a regularization
procedure in the weak formulation using some Steklov averages and discretization procedure (see
e.g. [10, 11, 23, 32, 33]), allows to bypass this difficulty, since in that form ϑεpwq will be more
regular. In fact, it suffices to show that Bγt BψLpwq P L
2
loc
pp´8, 0q ˆ L2pRNqq.
For any v P L1pI ˆ RNq and 0 ă h ă t2 ´ t1, we define the Steklov average
vhpt, xq “
1
h
ż t`h
t
vpτ, xq dτ.
Fix t P I, and h ą 0 such that t ` h P I. So we have that
Btv
hpx, tq “ δhvpx, tq :“
vpx, t ` hq ´ vpx, tq
h
.
Since Bεϑpwq
h P L1pI ˆ RNq, we can obtain the weak formulation (8) in the formż
RN
ÿ
0ă jďk
ϕpa` ε j, xq Bγεϑεpwq
hpa` ε j, xq ´
ÿ
0ă jďk
εEpwh, ϕqpa` ε j, xq
“
ż
RN
ÿ
0ă jďk
ϕpa` ε j, xq f pa` ε j, xq.
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We take ϕ “
`
ζBεw
h
˘´h
as test function, where ζ P C8
0
pIq, 0 ď ζ ď 1, ζpε jq “ 1 for ε j P
rε j1, ε j2s, is a cut-off function. Then we use integration by parts [11] over some time interval
pε j1, ε j2q, to obtainż
RN
ÿ
0ă jďk
ζ Bγεϑεpwq
hpa` ε j, xq Bεw
hpa` ε j, xq ´
ÿ
0ă jďk
εζEpwh, Bεw
hqpa` ε j, xq
“
ż
RN
ÿ
0ă jďk
ζBεpwq
h f pa` ε j, xq.
From Lemma 5, we can writeż
RN
ÿ
0ă jďk
ζ Bγε B
´1
ε
`
Bεϑεpwq
h Bεw
h
˘
pa` ε j, xq
“
1
2
ÿ
0ă jďk
εζEpwh,whqpa` ε j, xq `
ż
RN
ÿ
0ă jďk
ζBεpwq
h f pa` ε j, xq
“ ´
1
2
ÿ
0ă jďk
BεζptqEpw
h,whqpa` ε j, xq `
ż
RN
ÿ
0ă jďk
ζBεpwq
h f pa` ε j, xq.
Nowwe observe that the same inequality used in [9, 10, 11, 34] allows to prove that δhεϑεpwq δ
h
εw ě
pδhεpℓpwqqq
2, where pℓ1q2 “ ϑ1ε. By using this inequalityż
RN
ÿ
0ă jďk
ζ Bγ´1ε
`
Bεϑεpwq
h Bεw
h
˘
pa` ε j, xq
ď
ÿ
0ă jďk
|Bεζ
1|Epwh,whqpa` ε j, xq `
ż
RN
ÿ
0ă j1ă j2ďk
ζBεpwq
h f pa` ε j, xq.
By using Lemma 5 we have that Bγ´1ε hpa ` ε j, xq ě ´cν,γ´1. On the other hand since Bεpwqh P
L1 pI ˆ RNq, thenż
RN
ÿ
0ă j1ă j2ďk
ζBεpwq
h f pa` ε j, xq ď C
ż
RN
ÿ
0ă j1ă j2ďk
Bεpwq
h f pa` ε j, xq ď C1.
Thus,ż
RN
ÿ
0ă j1ă j2ďk
Bγ´1ε
`
Bεϑεpwq
h Bεw
h
˘
pa` ε j, xq
ď Cγ
ÿ
0ă j1ă j2ďk
|Bεζ
1|Epwh,whqpa` ε j, xq ` Cγ
ż
RN
ÿ
0ă j1ă j2ďk
pwqh f pa` ε j, xq ď Cps, γ,Λ,Nq.
Furthermore from [11] it can be shown that |δhεBψLpwq| ď |
a
ϑ1pwqwδhεℓpwq|, so δ
h
εBψLpwq P
L2pI : L2pRNqq provided
a
ϑ1pwqw P L8pRN ˆ Iq, and the proof ends by passing to the limit as
hÑ 0.
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Lemma 8. Let Λ be a given elliptic constant in the conditions (14) and let w be a solution to
(6). Then, there exists a constant σ0 P p0, 1q, depending only on N, s,Λ, γ —but independent of ε
and a— such that for any solution w : ra, 0s ˆ RN ãÑ R of (6) with ‖ f ‖L8pQq ď 1 and a ď ´1,
satisfying ż T
a
ż
RN
rwpt, xq ´ ψpt, xqs2` dx dt ď σ0, wpa, xq ď ψpa, xq for all x P R
N ,
then
wpt, xq ď
1
2
` ψpt, xq,
for pt, xq P ra, T s ˆ RN . In these settings, w ď 1
2
on r´1, 0s ˆ B1p0q.
Proof. We split the proof into several steps.
‚ First step: Energy estimates. Let w : ra, 0s ˆ RN ãÑ R solution to (29). For ε “ T{k, and
for 0 ď L ď 1, we consider the truncated function rw´ ψLs`. Then we take the test function ϕ to
be ε rw´ ψLs` and integrate over R
N to obtainż
RN
ÿ
0ă jďk
ε pw´ ψLq` pa`ε j, xqB
γ
εϑεpwqpa`ε j, xq`
ÿ
0ă jďk
εEpwpa`ε j, xq, pw´ψLq`qpa`ε j, xq
“
ż
RN
ÿ
0ă jďk
ε pw´ ψLq` pa` ε j, xq f pa` ε j, xq. (32)
From Lemma 7, equation (32) obeys the energy inequalityż
RN
BψLpwqpa` ε j2, xq `
ÿ
0ă j1ă j2ăk
Eppw´ ψLq`qpa` ε j, xq
ď
ż
RN
BψLpwqpa` ε j1, xq ` Cγ
ż
RN
ÿ
0ă j1ă j2ăk
εpw´ ψLq`pa` ε j, xq f pa` ε j, xq
` C
ÿ
0ă j1ă j2ăk
ˆż
RN
pw´ ψLq`pa` ε j, xq ` χtwpx,tq´ψLpxqą0u
˙
. (33)
As a consequence the full energy estimate is obtained by using the properties of ϑ, Bεϑ and B
γ
εϑ
given in (7). In this way, the following bounds are obtained
BψLpwq “
ż pw´ψLq`
0
ϑ1pτ` ψLqτdτ ě
c1
p1´ γqΓp1´ γq
ż pw´ψLq`
0
τ2´γdτ ě c1pγqpw´ ψLq
3´γ
` ,
and
BψLpwq “
ż pv´ψLq`
0
BγεϑεpM ´ ψL ´ τqdτ ď
c1
p1´ γqΓp1´ γq
ż pv´ψLq`
0
τ1´γdτ
ď c2pc1,γqpw´ ψLq
2´γ
` .
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Hence, we get the bounds of the functional BψLpwq given as
Λ1pw´ ψLq
2
` ď BψLpwq ď Λ2pw´ ψLq`,
where
Λ1 “
1
2
inf
ℓďτďM
ϑ1pτq, Λ2 “ ϑpMq ´ ϑpℓq. (34)
In this scenario the energy estimate (33) yields
Λ1
ż
RN
εpw´ ψLq
3´γ
` pa` ε j2, xq ` Cs,γ,Λ,N
ż
RN
ÿ
0ă j1ă j2ăk
ˇˇˇ
p´∆q
s
2 ppw´ ψLq`q pa` ε j, xq
ˇˇˇ2
` C
ÿ
0ă j1ă j2ăk
ˆż
RN
pw´ ψLq
2
`pa` ε j, xq ` pw´ ψLq`pa` ε j, xq ` χtwpx,tq´ψL pxqą0u
˙
ď Λ2
ż
RN
εpw´ ψLq
2´γ
` pa` ε j1, xq ` Cγ
ż
RN
ÿ
0ă j1ă j2ăk
εpw´ ψLq`pa` ε j, xq f pa` ε j, xq. (35)
We denote v “ pw´ ψLq`. We also defineż
RN
ÿ
0ă j1ă j2ăk
εpw´ ψLq`pa` ε j, xq f pa` ε j, xq “
ż
RN
ż T
a
f v,
as well as ż
RN
ÿ
0ă j1ă j2ăk
ˇˇˇ
p´∆q
s
2 ppw´ ψLq`q pa` ε j, xq
ˇˇˇ2
“
ż t2
t1
1
Λ
H
σ
2 pRNqv2
H
s
2 pRNq.
Since | f | ď 1, the term p| f | ` 1q v is controlled by 2v. Hence (35) becomes
Λ1
ż
RN
v3´γpt2, xqdx` Cs,Λ,N
ż t2
t1
1
Λ
‖v‖2
H
s
2 pRNq
ď Λ2
ż
RN
v2´γpt1, xqdx` Cs,γ,Λ,N
ż t2
t1
ż
RN
“
v2 ` v ` χtvą0u
‰
. (36)
‚ Second step: Nonlinear recurrence
From the energy inequality, we establish a nonlinear recurrence relation to the following se-
quence of truncated energy
Uk :“ sup
tPrTk ,0s
ż
RN
∥
∥
∥pw´ ψLkq`pt, xq
∥
∥
∥
3´γ
dx`
ż 0
Tk
∥
∥
∥pw´ ψLkq`pt, ¨q
∥
∥
∥
2
H
s
2 pRN q dt,
where we denote Tk “ ´p1 `
1
2k
q, Lk “
1
2
`
1´ 1
2k
˘
, and the cylinder domain Qk “ rTk, 0s ˆ R
N .
Furthermore, let us consider two times variables t1, t2 that satisfy Tk´1 ď t1 ď Tk ď t2 ď 0. By
taking the time integral over I “ rt1, t2s, we obtain (36).
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Next by taking average over t1 P rTk´1, Tks and then taking the supremum over t2 P rTk, 0s in
(36), we deduce that
Uk ď 2
k Cs,γ,Λ,N
p1` Λ2q
Λ1
„ż t2
t1
ż
RN
pw´ ψLkq
2
` ` pw´ ψLkq` ` χtw´ψLką0udx dt

. (37)
Now we use the Sobolev embedding for fractional spaces [1, 6, 13, 35]. From [1] and [6] we can
write the following relation and the Sobolev embedding equivalence
∥
∥
∥pw´ ψLkq`
∥
∥
∥
2
pRq ě Cpγq
∥
∥
∥pw´ ψLkq`
∥
∥
∥
2
H
γ
2 pRq and H
s
2 pRNq Ă L
2N
N´s
`
R
N
˘
,
so that with an interpolation we obtain
∥
∥
∥pw´ ψLkq`
∥
∥
∥
2
Lp
˚pQkq ď 2
kC1
„ż t2
t1
ż
RN
pw´ ψLkq
2
` ` pw´ ψLkq` ` χtw´ψLką0udx dt

, (38)
with
p˚ “
ˆ
s` γN
p1´ γqs` γN
˙
and C1 :“ Cs,γ,Λ,N
p1` Λ2q
Λ1
.
Since Lk “ Lk´1 ` 2´k´1, we have that wk´1 ą 2´k´1. Using the Chebyshev type inequalityż
RN
w
q
k
ď 2pk`1qpp
˚´qq
ż
RN
w
p˚
k´1,
for every p˚ ą q, the following inequalities are obtained$’’’’’’’’’’’’’&’’’’’’’’’’’’’%
ż
Qk´1
pw´ ψLkq
2
` ď
ż
Qk´1
pw´ ψLk´1q
2
`χtw´ψLk´1ą2´k´1u
ď 2pk`1qpp
˚´2q
ż
Qk´1
pw´ ψLk´1q
p˚
` ď 2
pk`1qpp˚´2qCp
˚
N
U
p˚{2
k´1ż
Qk´1
pw´ ψLkq` ď
ż
Qk´1
pw´ ψLk´1q`χtw´ψLk´1ą2´k´1u
ď 2pk`1qpp
˚´1q
ż
Qk´1
pw´ ψLk´1q
p˚
` ď 2
pk`1qpp˚´1qCp
˚
N
U
p˚{2
k´1ż
Qk´1
χtw´ψLką0u ď p2
k`1qp
˚
ż
Qk´1
pw´ ψLk´1q
p˚
` ď 2
pk`1qp˚Cp
˚
N
U
p˚{2
k´1 .
Combining the above three inequalities with (38) we get
Uk ď 2
k
ˆ
1` Λ2
Λ1
˙
ˆ Cs,γ,Λ,N
!
2pk`1qpp
˚´2qCp
˚
N
U
p˚{2
k´1 ` 2
pk`1qpp˚´1qCp
˚
N
U
p˚{2
k´1 ` 2
pk`1qpp˚´2qCp
˚
N
U
p˚{2
k´1
)
ď p2k`1qp
˚
ˆ
1` Λ2
Λ1
˙ sCs,γ,Λ,NU p˚{2k´1 , (39)
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for all k ě 0, and for some constant sC depending on s,γ,Λ,N.
From the nonlinear recurrence relation obtained in (39), there exist a —small enough— con-
stant ε˚
0
depending only on sCs,γ,Λ,N , such that if U1 ď ε˚0 , then it follows that limkÑ8Uk “ 0. By
using the classical Sobolev embedding argument and relation (38) we have that
U1 ď C
ż T
a
ż
RN
|w´ ψ|2 dx dt.
Then Uk Ñ 0 implies that
w ď ψ`
1
2
for t P ra, T s ˆ RN .
Next we state a corollary of Lemma (8), which shows that any solutions are indeed bounded for
t ą 0 and for the constant
δ˚γpϑq “
inf1{4ďτď2 B
γ
t ϑpτq
1` ϑp2q ´ ϑp1{4q
ą 0. (40)
Corollary 9. For ‖ f ‖L8ppa,TqˆRNq ď 1, and for δ
˚
γpϑq ą 0 as given in (40), there exists a constant
ν˚ P p0, 1q and ε0 ą 0, depending only on N,Λ,γ, s,such that for any solution w : ra, 0sˆRN ãÑ R
to (10) with ε ă ε0, a ď ´2 satisfying
ψpt, xq ď 1`
`
|t|γ{4 ´ 1
˘
` `
`
|x|γ{4 ´ 1
˘
` if t ď 0,
and
|tw ą 0u X pr´2, 0s ˆ B2q| ď ν
˚,
we have
wpt, xq ď
1
2
for pt, xq P r´1, 0s ˆ B1.
Proof. Fixing pt0, x0q in r´1, 0s ˆ B1, for some large value R depending on s,γ,N, we introduce
the rescaled function wR defined on
“
Rs{γpa´ τ0q,Rs{γ ´ t0
‰
ˆ RN by
wRpτ, yq :“ w
´
t0 `
τ
Rs{γ
, x0 `
y
R
¯
.
This rescaled function wR solves the equation
Bγt ϑpwRq `KRwR “ fR,
with the rescaled kernel associated to K as
KR :“
1
Rs`N
K
´
t0 `
τ
Rs{γ
, x0 `
y
R
¯
.
The right hand side of the equation is
fR :“ f
´
t0 `
τ
Rs{γ
, x0 `
y
R
¯
,
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with ‖ fR‖ ď 1. Now we study the condition for which for R large enough so that wRpτ, yq ď ψpτ, yq
for any pτ, yq R r´Rs{γ, 0s ˆ BR we haveż 0
R
s
γ pa´t0q
ż
RN
rwRpτ, yq ´ ψpτ, yqs
2
` ď ε
˚
0 .
We have defined ψ˚ :“
`
|t|γ{4 ´ 1
˘
` `
`
|x|γ{4 ´ 1
˘
` ` 1.
From [6, Corollary 4.2] it follows thatż 0
R
s
γ pa´t0q
ż
RN
rwRpτ, yq ´ ψpτ, yqs
2
` “
ż 0
´R sγ
ż
|y|ďR
rwRpτ, yq ´ ψpτ, yqs
2
`
ď
ż 0
´R sγ
ż
|y|ďR
rwRpτ, yqs
2
` ď R
N` s
γ
ż t0
t0´1
ż
tx0u`B1
rwRpτ, yqs
2
`
ď RN`
s
γ
ż 0
´2
ż
B2
rwRpτ, yqs
2
` ď R
N` s
γ pψ˚p´2, 2q ` 1q2ν˚.
If we choose ν˚ “ R´N´
s
γ p1` ψ˚p´2, 2qq´2ε˚0 , then
wpt0, x0q ď
1
2
, for pt0, x0q P p´1, 0q ˆ B1.
5.2. The second De Giorgi’s Lemma
Our interest is to analyze the quantitative behaviour of the solution wpt, xq of (6) under the
conditions provided in the proof of the first De Giorgi Lemma 8. In fact, since the kernel of both
nonlocal operators (in time and in space) are very oscillating, the goal is to show that a function
with a jump discontinuity cannot be in the energy space. So, some conditions to control the
nonlinearity are needed in order to avoid that the equation is degenerate or singular.
To proceed, we need the following functions (see e.g. [6, 15, 11, 13])
F1pxq :“ supp´1, infp0, |x|
2 ´ 9qq, F2ptq :“ supp´1, infp0, |t|
2 ´ 16qq,
where F1 is a Lipschitz and compactly supported function in B3 and equal to ´1 in B2, and F2 is
also a Lipschitz and compactly supported function in r´4, 4s and is equal to ´1 in r´3, 3s.
We define the two following functions
ψλpt, xq :“ pp|x| ´ λ
´4{sqs{4 ´ 1q`χt|x|ěλ´4{su ` pp|t| ´ λ
´4{γqγ{4 ´ 1q`χt|t|ěλ´4{γu.
Our Lemma will involve the following sequence of five cutoffs:
ϕi :“ 2` ψλ3pt, xq ` λ
iF1pxq ` λ
iF2ptq,
for 0 ď i ď 4 and λ ă 1{3.
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Lemma 10. Assume C1pγq ď B
γ
t ϑpτq ď C2pγq, for every τ P r1{2, 2s and let ν
˚ be a constant
defined in Corollary 9. For 0 ă µ ă 1{8 fixed, there exists λ P p0, 1q, such that for any solution
w : ra, 0s ˆ RN Ñ R to (6) with a ď ´4, and | f | ď 1 satisfying#
wpt, xq ď 2` ψλ3pt, xq, on ra, 0s ˆ R
N ,
|tw ă ϕ0u X pp´3,´2q ˆ B1q| ě µ,
then we have
|tw ą φ4u X pp´2, 0q ˆ B2q| ď ν
˚.
This Lemma is similar to the Lemma which states the second De Giorgi’s approach from
[6, 11], but now with an extra condition on Bγt ϑpτq, given as
C1pγqpw´ sψq3´γ` ď Bsψpwq ď C2pγqpw´ sψq3´γ` , (41)
with sψ “ 1`ψλ`λFi, the truncation function satisfying the improved energy estimate. The proof
can be achieved following the same strategy as in [6, 13] under the condition (41).
Next we are in conditions to prove the regularity results with the support of previous Lemmas
and Corollaries.
We start by defining the following function
ψτ,λpt, xq :“ pp|x| ´ λ
´4{sqτ ´ 1q`χt|x|ěλ´4{su ` pp|t| ´ λ
´4{γqτ ´ 1q`χt|t|ěλ´4{γu.
Lemma 11. Let ϑ be such that δ˚γpϑq ą 0, and assume that C1pγq ď ϑ
γ
τ pτq ď C2pγq. There exist
τ0 and λ
˚ such that if for any solution to (9) in ra, 0s ˆ RN with | f | ď λ4 and a ď ´4 with
´2´ ψτ,λ ď w ď 2` ψτ,λ,
then we have
sup
r´1,0sˆB1
w´ inf
r´1,0sˆB1
w ď 4´ λ˚.
Proof. We fix τ ą 0 depending on λ, s,γ such that
p|x|τ ´ 1q`
λ4
ď p|x|s{4 ´ 1q` and
p|t|τ ´ 1q`
λ4
ď p|t|γ{4 ´ 1q`,
and we assume that
|tw ă ϕ0u X pp´3,´2q ˆ B1q| ą µ.
From Lemma 8, we have that
|tw ą φ4u X pp´2, 0q ˆ B2q| ď ν
˚.
One should notice that ´w solves (6) with ϑ replaced by p´ϑp´τqq. From the hypothesis on Bγt ϑ
(see (7)) either w or ´w will satisfy the hypotheses of Lemma 10. Hence, we assume that is w
which solves (7).
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Next we consider the sequence of rescaled functions
wk`1pt, xq :“ λ´4pwk ´ 2p1´ λ4qq, w0 “ w.
We have that wk is a weak solution to (6) with nonlinearity ϑk`1 given by
ϑk`1psq “
1
λ4
ϑkpλ
4τ` 1´ λ4q, ϑ0 “ ϑ.
The goal is to prove that for each k we can apply either Lemma 8 or Lemma 10. As shown in
[11], repeated application of Lemma 10 gives that Lemma 8 can be applied after a finite number
of steps.
Since λ was chosen so that
ϕ4pt, xq “ 2´ 2λ
4 for pt, xq P r´2, 0s ˆ B2,
we have that
|twk`1 ą 0u X pr´2, 0s ˆ B2q| ď |tw ą φ4u X pp´2, 0q ˆ B2q| ď ν˚.
On the other hand Bγτϑk`1pτq “ Cγ,λB
γ
τϑkpλ
4τ ` 1 ´ λ4q. Since λ4τ ` 1 ´ λ4 P r1{2, 2s whenever
τ P r1{2, 2s, we have C1pγq ď B
γ
τϑkpτq ď C2pγq for every k.
Furthermore, since r1´ λ4, 1` λ4s Ă r1{2, 2s, we get ν˚pϑkq ě δ¯˚γ ą 0 for all k. In addition,
wk`1 ď 2`
ψτ,λ3px, tq
λ4
ď 2` ψλ3 ď 2` ψ
˚.
With the previous estimate of wk`1, it comes out that wk`1 satisfies also (9) with right hand side
| f | ď 1. Then applying Corollary 9 to wk`1, we get by induction that
wpt, xq ď 2´
3
2
λ4 for pt, xq P r´1, 0s ˆ B1.
We now end with the proof of the Ho¨lder regularity result in Theorem 4 which states that the
oscillation of the solution w in the cylinder Γ2 is reduced in Γ1 by a factor κ
˚ “ p1 ´ λ˚{4q. In
doing so, we shall use the previous lemmas and corolaries and additionally to that, we follow the
idea provided in [6, 11, 36].
Indeed, we consider pt0, x0q P pa,8qˆR
N and assume that pt0´aq ą 4. We make a translation
and a dilation to the origin by considering ζ0 “ infp1, t0{4q
γ{s,
w0pt, xq :“ wpt0 ` ζ
s{γ
0
ts{γ, x0 ` ζ0xq.
Then w0 satisfies an equation of the type (9). Furthermore, the initial time for w0 will be pa ´
t0qζ
´s{γ
0
ă ´4.
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Now we consider ζ ă 1 such that
1
1´ pλ˚{2q
ψτ,λpxq ď ψτ,λpxq, for |x| ě 1{ζ.
with ζ a constant depending on λ, λ˚, τ. We define by induction:
w1pt, xq “
w0pt, xq
}w0}L8 ` λ4} f }L8
, pt, xq P pa, 0q ˆ RN ,
wk`1pt, xq “
1
1´ λ˚{4
pwkpζ
s{γt, ζxq ´ wkq, pt, xq P paζ´sk, 0q ˆ RN ,
with
wk :“
1
|B1|
ż 0
´1
ż
B1
wkpt, xqdxdt.
Then, w1pt, xq is a solution to the equation
Bγt ϑ0pw1q `K0w1 “ f ,
ϑ0pτq satisfies (7) in its rescaled form, and the operator K0 is the nonlocal integral operator asso-
ciated to the rescaled kernel
K0px, yq “ τ
N`s
s
0
Kpx0 ` τ
1{s
0
x, x0 ` τ
1{s
0
yq,
and
Bγt ϑkpwkq `Kkwk “ f¯ , ϑkpτq “
ϑ0
`
κ˚
k
τ ` wk
˘
κ˚
k
,
where the operator Kk has associated kernel
Kkpx, yq “ R
´pN`σqpk`1qK0pR´pk`1qx,R´pk`1qyq,
for a given R ą 1.
On the other hand, wk satisfies the hypothesis of Lemma 11 for any k. The end of the proof,
follows from the decreasing of oscillation of certain mean value of wk in the cylinder Qk “ ΓR´k ,
the modulus of continuity and the iteratively control of degeneracy and non degeneracy points
from [11, 36] in order to conclude that
Cp1´ λ˚{4qk ě sup
ρ
w ´ inf
ρ
w,
with̟ :“ t0 ` p´ζ
s{γ, 0q ˆ px0 ` Bζkq. Thus w is Cβ with
β “
logp1´ λ˚{4q
log ζ s{γ
. (42)
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Appendix A. Proof of Lemma 6
Proof. We split the proof in two steps:
STEP 1. We start with the computation of the fractional derivative of ϑη.
Bγε pηϑq pε jq “ γε
ÿ
iă j
rϑpε jqηpε jq ´ ϑpεiqηpεiqs
pεp j´ iqq1`γ
.
Also, we have
ϑpε jqηpε jq ´ ϑpεiqηpεiq “ ηpε jq pϑpε jq ´ ϑpεiqq ` ϑpεiq pηpε jq ´ ηpεiqq .
On the other hand, since η P C8, we set
η1pt, sq :“
ηptq ´ ηpsq
pt ´ sq1`γ
,
which is also smooth. Then we obtain
Bγε pηϑq pε jq “ γε
ÿ
iă j
ηpε jq pϑpε jq ´ ϑpεiqq
pεp j´ iqq1`γ
` γε
ÿ
iă j
ηpεiq pηpε jq ´ ηpεiqq
pεp j´ iqq1`γ
“ ηpε jqBγεϑpε jq ` ε
ÿ
iă j
η˜pεiqϑpεiq
pεp j´ iqqγ
. (43)
Plugging (43) into (10), we get that ϑη satisfies (10) with right hand side
f˜ “ f ´ ε
ÿ
iă j
η1pε j, εiqϑpεiq
pεp j´ iqqγ
.
Since η1 P C
β, w P Cβ with pTrpϑqq1{m “ w P L1pQq X L8pQq for t ą 0, and w is bounded, it
follows that the following inequality holdsˇˇ
f˜ pεp j` hqq ´ f˜ pεiq
ˇˇ
“
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ f pεp j` hqq ´ f pεiq ´ εhβ ÿ
0ăiă j`h
η˜pεiqϑpεiq
pεp j` h´ iqqγ
`
ε
hβ
ÿ
0ăiă j
η˜pεiqϑpεiq
pεp j´ iqqγ
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ
ď | f pεp j` hqq ´ f pεiq| `
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ εhβ ÿ
0ăiă j`h
η˜pεiqϑpεiq
pεp j` h´ iqqγ
´
ε
hβ
ÿ
0ăiă j
η˜pεiqϑpεiq
pεp j´ iqqγ
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ .
As εiÑ 0, we have wp0, xq „ ϑ1{mp0, xq and f˜ ptq coincides with lim
εhÑ0
f˜ pεp j` hqq. Hence
ˇˇ
f˜ ptq ´ f˜ psq
ˇˇ
ď | f ptq ´ f psq| ` Cpγq
ˇˇ
ϑ1{mp0, xq
ˇˇ
|t ´ s|β .
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Since f P Cβ, then | f ptq ´ f psq| ď C |t ´ s|β and finallyˇˇ
f˜ ptq ´ f˜ psq
ˇˇ
ď rC |t ´ s|β ,
with rC “ Cpˇˇϑ1{mp0, xqˇˇ ,γq.
STEP 2. Next we establish contractivity of solution to problem (10). As we already mentioned,
for simplicity we assume the kernel K to be time-independent. By using the Crandall-Liggett the-
orem [23] for the implicit discretization of nonlinear evolution problem, we consider the difference
quotient
u :“
ηϑ pεp j` hqq ´ ϑpε jq
pεhqβ
.
It comes out that from [6, Remark 6.3] and [9, Theorem 3.2] once can show that u P L8. From the
first step of the proof, u satisfies (10) with L8 at the right hand side. Thus, u satisfies the estimate
(19) with modulus 2ρpεq [28].
Remark 12. One can show that the pair solution pu, ϑq to (9) are strong in time-solution. In
doing so, some regularity of ϑ1{mp0, xq is required in order to ensure that u is continuous up to
the initial time. This type of technique was used in [6]. Proceeding similarly one can show that
u P C0,β pr0, T s ˆ RNq, which implies that ϑ1{mp0, xq P C0,spRNq.
Appendix B. Some details for the proof of existence of solutions
We now show that H¯pw, ϑ,ϕq Ñ 0 as εÑ 0. First of all,
lim
εÑ0
ż
RN
ż T
0
ż t
0
pϑεptq ´ ϑεpsqqpϕptq ´ϕpsqq
pt ´ sq1`γ
ds dt
“ lim
εÑ0
ÿÿ
0ďiă jďk
ż ε j
εp j´1q
ż εi
εpi´1q
pϑεpε jq ´ ϑεpεiqqpϕpε jq ´ϕpεiqq
pεp j´ iqq1`γ
.
We writeϕptq “ ϕptq´ϕεptq`ϕεptq and subtract the above two terms. Since ϕεptq Ñ ϕptq and
ϑε á ϑ in H
γ{2 ˆ RN we have that
lim
εÑ0
ˇˇˇˇż
RN
ż T
0
ż t
0
pϑεptq ´ ϑεpsqq rpϕptq ´ϕpsqq ´ pϕεptq ´ϕεpsqqs
pt ´ sq1`γ
ds dt
ˇˇˇˇ
Ñ 0.
Next we must show that
lim
εÑ0
ÿÿ
0ďiă jďk
pϑεpε jq´ϑεpεiqqpϕpε jq´ϕpεiqq
ż ε j
εp j´1q
ż εi
εpi´1q
1
pt ´ sq1`γ
´
1
pεp j´ iqq1`γ
“ 0. (44)
We break up the integral over two sets pt ´ sq ď ε1{4 and pt ´ sq ą ε1{4. As a consequence of the
strong and weak convergence of ϕε and ϑε we have that
0 “ lim
εÑ0
C
ż
RN
ż ż
t´sďε1{4
|pϑεptq ´ ϑεpsqqpϕεptq ´ϕεpsqq|
pt ´ sq1`γ
ě lim
εÑ0
ż
RN
ÿÿ
εp j´iqďε1{4
|pϑεpε jq ´ ϑεpεiqqpϕpε jq ´ϕpεiqq|
ż ε j
εp j´1q
ż εi
εpi´1q
1
pεp j´ iqq1`γ
.
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Now for t ´ s ą ε1{4, and εpi´ 1q ď s ď εi and εp j´ 1q ď t ď ε jˇˇ
pt ´ sq´p1`γq ´ pεp j´ iqq´p1`γq
ˇˇ
ď pε1{4 ´ εq´p1`γq ´ pε1{4q´p1`γq
ď p1` γqpε1{4 ´ εq´p2`γqε ď p1` γqpε1{4{2q´p2`γqε ď Cpγqεp2´γq{4.
and so (44) holds.
We now consider the parts in timeˇˇˇˇ
ˇ
ż
RN
ż T
0
ϑεptqϕptq
“
pT ´ tq´γ ` ptq´γ
‰
dt dx´
ż
RN
ε
ÿÿ
0ďiă jďk
ϑεpε jqϕpε j´ ϑεpεiqϕpεiqq
pεp j´ iqq1`γ
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ .
By staying ε1{2 away from 0 and T we haveˇˇˇˇ
ˇˇε2 ÿ
T´?ε
ÿ
0ďiă2 j´k
ϑεpε jqϕpε jq
pεp j´ iqq1`γ
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇˇ ď C ż T
T´ε1{2
ϑεptqϕptq
“
pT ´ tq´γ ` t´γ
‰
Ñ 0,
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇε2 ÿ
iďε1{2
ÿ
2iă jďk
ϑεpε jqϕpε jq
pεp j´ iqq1`γ
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ ď C
ż ε1{2
0
ϑεptqϕptq
“
pT ´ tq´γ ` t´γ
‰
Ñ 0.
Now we change the above sum as we did previously. For T{2 ď t ă T ´ε1{2 we have the estimate
0 ď γ
ż 2t´T
0
pt ´ sq´1`γ ´ γε1´γ
ÿ
0ďiă2 j´k
p j´ iq´p1`γq
ď γ
ż 2t´T
0
pt ´ sq´p1`γq ds´ γ
ż 2t´T
0
pt ´ ps´ εqq´p1`γq ds “ pT ´ tq´γ ´ pT ´ t ` εq´γ
ď ε´γ{2 ´ pε1{2 ` εq´γ ď γpεq´pα`1q{2ε “ γεp1´γq{2 Ñ 0.
Hence,
γ
ÿÿ
0ďiă jďk
ϑεpε jqϕpε j´ ϑεpεiqϕpεiqq
pεp j´ iqq1`γ
“ ε
ÿ
ε1{2ďε jďT´ε1{2
ϑεpε jqϕpε jq
“
pT ´ ε jq´γ ` pε jq´γ
‰
` op1q,
and therefore
lim
εÑ0
ε
ÿ
ε1{2ďε jďT´ε1{2
ϑεpε jqϕpε jq
“
pT ´ ε jq´γ ` pε jq´γ
‰
Ñ
ż T
0
ϑptqϕptq
“
pT ´ tq´γ ` ptq´γ
‰
.
The only remaining part in time isż
RN
ż T
0
ϑεptqB
γ
εϕptq dt dx ´
ż
RN
ε
ÿ
0ă jďk
ϑεpε jqB
γ
εϕpε jq.
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Since ϕ is smooth we have that ϑε á ϑ in H
γ{2p0, T q ˆRN , by using [6] and Lemma 6. Hence in
combination with the previous techniques this term also goes to zero.
The remaining term is the spatial term given by
lim
εÑ0
ż T
a
Eεpwε,ϕq dt “ lim
εÑ0
ε
ÿ
0ă jďk
Epwεpε j, xq,ϕpε j, xqq,
which can be handled as in [6].
We notice that it could also be sufficient to show (6) for kernels Kpt, x, yq which are smooth
and 0 ď Kpt, x, yq ď M, with |x´ y| ă M´1 for M large. If 0 ď Kpt, x, yq ď M, then we can find
a sequence of solutions wk to (6) with smooth kernels Kε. Then by convergence in the appropriate
spaces, wε Ñ wM a solution to (6) with bounded kernel 0 ď K ď M. Then letting M go to infinity
one can obtain the desired result.
Indeed, let us assume that the kernel Kpt, x, yq is bounded and smooth. We define
Vpt, x, yq :“
ż T
a
ż
RN
ż
RN
Kpt, x, yqpwpt, xq ´ wpt, yqqpϕpt, xq ´ϕpt, yqq dx dy dt,
and
Vεpt, x, yq :“ Kεpwεpt, xq ´ wεpt, yqqpϕεpt, xq ´ϕεpt, yqq dx dy dt.
Then it follows that
|Vpt, x, yq ´ Vεpt, x, yq|
ď
ˇˇˇˇż T
a
ż
RN
ż
RN
K tpwpt, xq ´ wpt, yqq ´ pwεpt, xq ´ wεpt, yqqu pϕpt, xq ´ϕpt, yqq dx dy dt
ˇˇˇˇ
`
ˇˇˇˇ ż T
a
ż
RN
ż
RN
pwεpt, xq ´ wεpt, yqq
ˆ tKpϕpt, xq ´ϕpt, yqq ´Kεpt, x, yqpϕεpt, xq ´ϕεpt, yqqu dx dy dt
ˇˇˇˇ
.
Since wε Ñ w in pa, T q ˆ H
s
2 pRNq the first term converges to zero. Also, this same convergence
coupled with K and ϕ being both smooth and bounded implies the second term goes to zero as
well.
We have thus obtained a weak solutions pw, ϑq to the problem (6). The uniqueness can be
handled similarly as in [6] under the condition that ϑ satisfies (7) and Lemma 6.
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